Cell micropatterning inside a microchannel and assays under a stable concentration gradient.
We describe the use of a microfluidic device to micropattern cells in a microchannel and investigated the behavior of these cells under a concentration gradient. The microfluidic device consisted of 3 parts: a branched channel for generating a stable concentration gradient, a main channel for culturing cells, and 2 side channels that flowed into the main channel. The main channel was coated with a cross-linked albumin that was initially cell-repellent but that could become cell-adherent by electrostatic adsorption of a polycation. A sheath flow stream, which was generated by introducing a polycation solution from the branched channel and a buffer solution from the 2 side channels, was used to change a specific region in the main channel from cell-repellent to cell-adhesive. In this way, cells attached to the central region along the main channel. The remaining surface was subsequently changed to cell-adhesive, thereby facilitating cell migration from a fixed location under a concentration gradient. We demonstrated that with this device, the gradient generator could be used to conduct simultaneous cytotoxic assays with anticancer agents; further, by combining this device with cell micropatterning, migration assays under a concentration gradient of biological factors could be conducted.